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http://www..com/dp/1475153740/ref=cm_sw_su_dp Polymer clay is a versatile, synthetic modeling

material. It is made of PVC (Polyvinyl Chloride) particles and pigments which are bound together by

a plasticizer. It is available in a wide variety of colors, which can be mixed together to create more

beautiful shades.  Polymer clay is non toxic, and can be baked and hardened in a home oven. The

possibilities of creating with polymer clay are practically endless!  This book will guide you through

the very basic stages of working with polymer clay, up to the more advanced methods and

techniques. Each technique will be demonstrated with a step by step unique project.  You will learn

how to create designed clay sheets, a "skinner" blend, and how to make polymer clay canes: a

technique called "Millefiori". "Millefiori" means, one thousand flowers", this technique is used in

Venetian glass work, and can be applied to polymer clay.  It is a magical process of creating a two

dimensional image in polymer clay, this image is kept throughout the cane, even after reducing it. 

When slicing the cane, each slice will still have the same image.  In this book you will learn how to

use your cane slices and designed clay sheets to make beautiful beaded jewelry, cover glass

objects, and create a variety of home decorations.
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I have to be honest, when this book arrived I was taken aback at just how little (6" x 8 1/4") it was!

However, I sat down and found that the 126 pages are full of great and easy to follow cane making

techniques with tons of pictures for each cane. There were also some really good project ideas to

use with the new canes.This book is not for the already expert cane maker but ideal for everyone



else! I absolutely love this book and highly recommend it. 5 stars from me!!

This is a small book with compact, with very clear and basic information. Good for beginners and

average learners. There are no "hard" project that one doesn't want to try. It was the bracelet bangle

on the cover that drew me. I'm in the mist of creating them. YouTube over loaded with teacher yet I

love books. No glossy pictures just plain standard printing. The text is small, but must artist after 25

wear reading glasses. Good job.

This is a great instructional book. Everything is described in great detail so is very easy to follow and

have success I highly recommend this book for beginners..

this is exactly what i was looking for--straight, simple easy to follow instructions with many photos.

this is for the new clayer (like me) who has never worked any kind of clay. the photographs are

phenomenal.

Nicely written, very good instructions & photo's. She was very easy to follow and the projects were

interesting and wearable (jewelry)

I wish there were more stars to give this book. Ms. Yonat Dascalu, her book, and her YouTube

videos are wonderful. The book is a must for a beginner and such good reference for everyone.

Normally I do not buy a hobby kindle book, I'll wait for the paperback. but i was to anxious to start

my new hobby! So I bought this book kindle edition.Anyway.. This book teaches you to make

flowers and shading colors, and how to apply this to other stuffs, as pens and so on.This book

teaches you how to make a *cane* with a flower insideit's a good reference book, and it has some

good ideas, but I wished I had in paperback edition.

Excellent reference & great instructions for the intermediate polymer clay artist. Some great tutorials

and instructions for the beginner too! Thank you!
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